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RABITTI1969

In 2015, GIOBAGNARA acquired the famous Italian 
saddle leather specialist RABITTI.
Rudi Rabitti, who launched the company in Milan 
in 1969, was a pioneer: his was the first brand to offer 
a wide array of home accessories in this type of leather.  
He quickly won an international reputation. 
With RABITTI1969, GIOBAGNARA is expanding 
its offer, both by revisiting the house archives and 
creating new collections.
Because saddle leather is thick and particularly sturdy, 
it needs no reinforcement and makes it possible to create 
objects entirely in leather.

GIORGIO BAGNARA, 
FOUNDER AND CEO  
OF GIOBAGNARA

Born into a family renowned for cultivating for three 
generations the art of living, Giorgio Bagnara became 
passionate about his calling at a very early age.
In the late Nineties, after noticing that leather from the 
fashion industry was not considered enough as material 
for home accessories, he founded GIOBAGNARA  
with the goal of applying it to a complete collection. 
As time passed, he estabilished numerous partnerships 
with names in the field of design, such as the one with 
Stéphane Parmentier, who was appointed as creative 
director of the GIOBAGNARA brands in 2017.
Along with his wife, Vanessa, he decided to move
his design studios and workshops in the old docks
of the Port of Genoa where, surrounded by the essence 
and beauty of that location, the company took  
a significant step forward.
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GIOBAGNARA established a new collaboration 
with STUDIO PIET BOON, which designed a new 
collection for RABITTI1969, where saddle leather is 
the main character.
This resulted in a wide range of carefully designed products 
for the office that seamlessly complement each other. 
Refinement, functionality and timelessness characterize 
the authentic and distinctive design philosophy of this 
collection. The interplay of these designs underlines 
Studio Piet Boon and Giobagnara experience as a whole 
or adds an exclusive signature to each space.

Founded in 1983 by Piet Boon and Karin Meyn on the 
outskirts of Amsterdam, The Netherlands, Studio Piet 
Boon is a globally operating exterior, interior and product 
design studio recognized for creating the perfect balance 
between functionality, aesthetics and individuality. 
The multidisciplinary team designs acclaimed private 
homes, residential and corporate developments, hospitality 
environments and an extensive range of products. 
The studio consists of seasoned designers, architects 
and stylists committed to delivering bespoke designs on 
a global scale, having a total concept approach which 
combines exterior, interior, styling and product design.
The studio strongly believes that design should be 
effortless and consider every project to be its own.
With each design it focuses on its founding principles: 
combining functional, timeless design with rich natural 
materials and distinctive details.
True to its values, Studio Piet Boon seeks out the ultimate 
match between its beliefs and the wishes of its clients. 
This leads to a unique set of themes that shape the creative 
building blocks of design. Keen technical insight, never 
compromising on quality and rich simplicity, shape the 
studio design experience.
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FOLD 
COLLECTION
 
As the office requires a space for deep reflection 
as well as creativity and inspiration, the new Fold 
stationary collection for Giobagnara by Piet Boon 
is functional, pure, refined & timeless.
With the idea of building a calm environment, all 
the items are conceived to naturally fit in any space, 
allowing to create flexible settings, keep ergonomics 
in mind and adding reasoned details.
Fold is distinctive for its sculptural quality: 
two-dimensional designs are transformed into 
three-dimentional sculptures by adding triangular 
volumes in a reasoned way, which also become 
recurring motifs throughout all the pieces. 
In this collection, leather is carefully folded 
according to a zero-waste philosophy, making 
the most out of the whole material, which is 
thus honoured with all its qualities and unique 
characteristics: the front side of the leather is 
smooth and glossy, the backside is rough and matte. 
By using both, Studio Piet Boon used a sustainable 
approach valuing both functionality and beauty.
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Fold small desk blotter — 1240
cm 39.5 x 50 | h. cm 0.6

Saddle leather structure.

Fold large desk blotter — 1241
cm 52.5 x 70 | h. cm 0.6

Saddle leather structure.

Fold small mouse pad — 1242
cm 26.5 x 26 | h. cm 0.6

Saddle leather structure.

Fold large mouse pad — 1243
cm 34.5 x 26 | h. cm 0.6

Saddle leather structure.

Fold pen holder — 1252
cm 10.5 x 10 | h. cm 13

Saddle leather structure with saddle leather 
covered volume at the back.

Fold A4 paper holder— 1249
cm 34.5 x 26 | h. cm 4.5

Saddle leather structure.

Fold document holder — 1250
cm 33 x 24 | h. cm 1

Saddle leather structure.

Fold wastepaper bin — 1251
cm 28 x 19.5 | h. cm 30.5

Saddle leather structure.
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Fold pen / phone case — 1244
cm 21 x 21 | h. cm 2.5

Saddle leather structure.

Fold mobile holder— 1255
cm 10.5 x 9 | h. cm 13.5

Saddle leather structure with saddle leather 
covered volume at the back.

Fold square tissue holder — 1248
cm 13.5 x 13.5 | h. cm 16

Saddle leather structure.

Fold rectangular tissue holder — 1247
cm 24 x 12 | h. cm 9

Saddle leather structure.

Fold paperweight — 1245
cm 9.5 x 6.5 | h. cm 10

Saddle leather structure with heavy base.

Fold doorstop— 1246
cm 22.5 x 13.5 | h. cm 19

Saddle leather structure with heavy base.
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Fold picture frame n°1 vertical — 1258
cm 14 x 7 | h. 18 
picture size: cm 15 x 10 photographic format // paper size: A6 format

Fold picture frame n°2 vertical — 1260
cm 19 x 8.5 | h. 26 
picture size: cm 18 x 13 photographic format // paper size: A5 format

Fold picture frame n°3 vertical — 1262
cm 25 x 10 | h. 38 
paper size: A4 format

Saddle leather structure with saddle leather 
covered volume at the back.

Fold picture frame n°1 horizontal — 1259
cm 17 x 7 | h. 13 
picture size: cm 10 x 15 photographic format // paper size: A6 format

Fold picture frame n°2 horizontal — 1261
cm 25 x 8.5 | h. 19 
picture size: cm 13 x 18 photographic format // paper size: A5 format

Fold picture frame n°3 horizontal — 1263
cm 34 x 10 | h. 29 
paper size: A4 format

Saddle leather structure with saddle leather 
covered volume at the back.

Fold small box — 1253
cm 22.5 x 15 | h. cm 8.5

Saddle leather structure.

Fold large box — 1254
cm 36 x 31.5 | h. cm 10

Saddle leather structure.
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LEATHERS
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VEGETABLE TANNED
SADDLE LEATHER  
COLOUR CHART

All leathers are provided with a water resistant finish. 
Thanks to an exclusive treatment, the saddle leather 
dries perfectly, doesn't lose its characteristics and 
doesn't leave color stains after being in contact with water. 
Ideal for towel baskets.

RB09
moka

RB29
white

RB18
light grey

RB20
mud

RB21
black

RB19
graphite

RB25
mango

RB22
brown

RB24
cognac

RB30
natural

RB36
yellow

RB17
cream

RB23
red

RB12
navy blue

RB14
loden green
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SADDLE LEATHER  
RECOMMENDED COMBINATIONS  
FOR ATARI COLLECTION

All leathers are provided with a water resistant finish. 
Thanks to an exclusive treatment, the saddle leather 
dries perfectly, doesn't lose its characteristics and 
doesn't leave color stains after being in contact with water. 
Ideal for towel baskets.

RB29 + RB20 
white
mud

RB12 + RB18 
navy blue
light grey

RB09 + RB20 
moka
mud

RB18 + RB19 
light grey
graphite

RB21 + RB18
black

light grey

RB22 + RB20
brown
mud

RB30 + RB09
natural
moka

RB20 + RB09
mud
moka

RB19 + RB18
graphite
light grey

RB25 + RB29
mango
white

RB23 + RB18 
red

light grey

RB24 + RB22
cognac
brown

RB36 + RB20
yellow
mud



graphic design
Giobagnara studio

photography
Giobagnara studio



flagship stores 
Calle delle Ostreghe, 2456 – 2459 
30124 Venice — Italy
ph. +39 041 5231148
 
Calle Vallaresso, 1318
30124 Venice — Italy
ph. +39 041 2687182
 
Piazza San Marco, 60 – 61
30124 Venice — Italy
ph. +39 041 9348009
 
Piazza San Marco, 289 – 305
30124 Venice — Italy
ph. +39 041 3073962
 
Piazza San Marco, 313 – 314
30124 Venice — Italy
ph. +39 041 9349548
 
Westerweg, 12 
25999 Kampen, Sylt — Germany 
ph. +49 (0)4651 9677530

shop in shop 
KaDeWe 
Tauentzienstrasse 21 - 24
10789 Berlin — Germany
5th floor, corner S.A5.01

press contact 
GA | GUGA + ANIL 
ga@GA.works 

LFO_ Liza Fitoussi Office 
contact@agencelfo.com 
+33 (0)148 781528

www.giobagnara.com
www.rabitti1969.com
info@rabitti1969.com

Follow us on:
 

  @giobagnara
       #giobagnara

       @rabitti1969
       #rabitti1969

  GIOBAGNARA

operating office 
via E. Mattei, 19/21 
22070 Bregnano — Italy 
+39 031 5375025 

registered office 
via Vivaldi, 12 
16126 Genova — Italy 
ph. +39 010 2518989

showroom  
via Garibaldi, 12 
16124 Genova — Italy 
ph. +39 010 25 30 365 All designs are registered.


